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SUBSTITUTION OF PAID LEAVE)
DOL Topic:  D1 
 
 
PART ONE OF THIS MEMORANDUM PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF 
QUESTIONS ASKED AND COMMENTS SUBMITTED IN RESPONSE TO THE 
DOL REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (“RFI”) ABOUT THE SUBSTITUTION OF 
PAID LEAVE FOR FMLA LEAVE.2 
 
PART TWO OF THIS MEMORANDUM CONTAINS THE RELEVANT 
STATUTORY AND REGULATORY TEXT.  PART TWO ALSO LISTS OTHER 
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ISSUE: The Impact of Prohibiting the Application of Employers’ Normal Leave             
Policies to FMLA Leave 
)
!) The RFI asked:  What is the impact of 29 C.F.R. § 825.207, which bars the 
application of an employer’s normal leave policies to the substitution of paid 
vacation or personal leave?  48/)@K.L)$5/6&*&6,JJN)$%,%/$)%8,%),()/;5J'N//);,N)('%)
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ISSUE: The Impact of Paid Leave on FMLA Leave 
)
!) The RFI asked:  Does the existence of paid leave affect the nature and type of 
FMLA leave used? 48/)23.) $'"I8%) 6';;/(%$) ,#'"%) H8/%8/9) <=)>?@?A?) BC<D?<EF)
&(*J"/(6/$) %8/) (,%"9/) '*) @K.L) J/,0/) "$/-) #N) /;5J'N//$?) ) 48/) A@U) 59'0&-/-) %8/)





ISSUE: The Use of Paid Leave to Cover Short Absences from Work 
)
!) The RFI asked:  Do employers allow employees to use paid leave “such as sick 
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)
!) Employers’ Objections to Employees’ Total Discretion Over the Substitution of 
Paid Vacation or Personal Leave  
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!) Use of Paid Leave to Cover Short-term Absences 
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!) Employee Discretion over Substitution of Paid Leave  
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!) The Impact of Paid Leave on FMLA Leave 
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!) Use of Paid Leave to Cover Short-term Absences 
 











THE APPLICABLE STATUTORY SECTIONS AND REGULATORY PROVISIONS RELATED TO TOPIC D HAVE 


































An eligible employee may elect, or an employer may require the employee, to substitute any of the 




An eligible employee may elect, or an employer may require the employee, to substitute any of the 
accrued paid vacation leave, personal leave, or medical or sick leave of the employee for leave 59'0&-/-)
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J/,0/)"(-/9)$"68)$"#$/6%&'(G)except that nothing in this subchapter shall require an employer to provide 
paid sick leave or paid medical leave in any situation in which such employer would not normally 
provide any such paid leave.)
REGULATION 
 
29 C.F.R. § 825.207 
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family leave to care for a child but not for a parent, the employer is not required to allow accrued family leave to 
be substituted for FMLA leave used to care for a parent?)
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MATERIALS CITED IN COMMENTS RESPONDING TO THE RFI7 
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